Ewhurst Local Environment Action People
Environmental Ewhurst
Meeting Minutes
17 June 2010
These are the minutes of a meeting of the committee on Thursday 17th June at Joanna’s house.
In attendance were: Keith Vivers (Treasurer), Joanna Cadman (Chairman), Eddie Breeveld (Secretary), Zoe
Horton and Richard Sellwood.
Minutes











There were some new people at the Litter Pick, as well as one visiting relative, which was nice.
Ockley Road was fairly clear of litter at the Litter Pick – this was impressive. We wondered if it
would be better to do a ‘footpath clearing’ in the autumn instead. Rectory Close FP was
overgrown, as well as Coneyhurst path as and some others. We are all to note any overgrown
paths for the next meeting. We suggested Saturday 2nd October as a suitable date.
Although we have now got the cheque-book, we should not try to use up all the money! We will try
to make all LEAP projects self-financing, or at little cost to us and subsidised by other organisations.
Clear out day was from 10-12, but we needed a presence from 9am. Eddie and Joanna with be
there from 9-111, and Zoe and Richard from 10:30 to 12:30. We will have cakes and tea (at £1) to
cover the cost of the dustbin lorry. Eddie will get the LEAP banner on display.
We discussed the Map project, where various footpath walks were put on a map and described.
Maybe we could get some money for this from local charities. Janet Balchin would be asked, and
perhaps she knew how to get an illustrator involved, such as in her Ewhurst Houses book. Andrew
Lockwood should also be asked about how much such a project would cost.
At the carnival we will launch the Ewhurst Greening campaign. At the carnival we would ask people
for Greening ideas and the eight most popular would be put on a card and delivered throughout the
parish. When people had accomplished three of these they could display the card in their front
windows, which would be counted and the environmental savings ‘broadcast’ to the village. We
will need at least one person on the carnival stall at all times, and we would ask our families if they
could help. Eddie would produce the Leap banner for the stall. Most of the money for this would
come from the Greening Campaign, a local government subsidised project.
From the previous meeting: Can we ask Hazlebank Stores to have a battery recycling bin? We will
need someone to empty it regularly and take the batteries to the dump.
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We will hold another meeting on Thursday 16th September – to be confirmed.

